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ABSTRACT
Inspired by mixture-of-experts models and the analysis of the hidden activations of neural networks, we
introduce a novel unsupervised anomaly detection method called ARGUE. Multiple expert networks, which
specialise on parts of the data deemed as normal, contribute to the overall anomaly score. For its final deci-
sion, ARGUE weights the distributed knowledge across the expert systems using a gated mixture-of-experts
architecture. ARGUE achieves superior detection performance across several domains in a purely data-
driven fashion and is more robust to noisy data sets than other state-of-the-art anomaly detection methods.
In anomaly detection (AD), we try to discover inputs that differ from a set of presumably normal samples. Based on the setting,
these anomalies may lead to e.g. security incidents, manufacturing errors or fraudulent behaviour. Reliable AD methods are
of great interest as they reveal these points of interest among the data. In recent years, the superior performance of machine
learning applications using deep learning (DL) has motivated active research in this area. Here, relevant patterns in the input
are detected by multi-layered neural networks (NNs) based on optimising a certain objective function. AD poses a challenge
to DL frameworks as little information is known about the input data in advance. There does not exist a general notion of
anomalous behaviour – and often we cannot even guarantee that no anomalous instances are among data deemed as normal.
These unsupervised settings are often found in real-life where it is infeasible to manually label the data.
In research, AD is usually seen as a monolithic problem where only a single notion of normal behaviour exists. However, the
normal state may severely shift according to the current context. For example, our daily routine differs between weekdays and
weekends. In this research, we propose to split the notion of normal across several experts taking into account all available
context information. Mixture-of-experts (ME) models [Jordan and Jacobs, 1994] were introduced as an ensemble method
fusing the information of several supervised single-layered NNs, thus improving the overall classification performance. We
leverage this idea to improve AD and propose a novel architecture combining the information of multiple expert deep NNs.
Recently, a semi-supervised AD method called A3 [Sperl et al., 2020] was proposed, which is based on the analysis of the
hidden activations of NNs. The authors argued that a network reacts differently on samples of a class it was trained on and
yet unknown ones – measurable by certain activation patterns. A3 achieves state-of-the-art results in semi-supervised settings,
i.e. where the training data contains normal samples as well as a few anomalous counterexamples. We believe the analysis of
the hidden activations is a promising research direction and build upon this idea. Our main intuition is that the difference in
activation patterns will be more evident when analysing the activations of NNs that specialised on parts of the data deemed
as normal. Throughout our research, we have developed a method that leverages activation analysis to a fully unsupervised
setting, i.e. on noisy training data where no prior information about the distribution of anomalies is available.
In this paper, we combine the ideas of ME models and activation analysis by weighting the context information of multiple
expert NNs. Each of these networks is adapted to parts of the overall notion on normal. Our evaluation shows that our
AD method performs well on several data sets in fully unsupervised settings, surpassing the performance of state-of-the-art
baseline methods even under noisy training data. We call our novel AD method ARGUE: anomaly detection by recombining
gated unsupervised experts.
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1 Related Work
AD profits from a wide range of research across multiple domains. There are methods applied to certain environments, e.g.,
high performance computing [Borghesi et al., 2019] or federated systems [Nguyen et al., 2019], certain data types, e.g. graphs
[Bhatia et al., 2020] or sequences [Schulze et al., 2019], under certain constraints, e.g. weakly-supervised [Pang et al., 2019]
or semi-supervised [Ruff et al., 2019] environments. One-class support vector machines (SVMs) [Schlkopf et al., 2000] and
Isolation Forest [Liu et al., 2008] are among the most commonly known unsupervised AD methods. In recent years, progress
has been made on DL-based AD [Chalapathy and Chawla, 2019, Bulusu et al., 2020]. AD is an especially challenging problem
for DL methods as in practice it is often infeasible to generate an adequate number of samples to clearly separate normal from
anomalous data without significant manual work. We propose ARGUE, a novel DL-based unsupervised AD method. In
contrast to all aforementioned methods, ARGUE fuses the information of multiple expert systems that are conditioned on
parts of the normal training data.
ME models [Jordan and Jacobs, 1994] combine multiple single-layered NN-based expert models to one overall decision sys-
tems. Since their first introduction, there has been active research on ME models [Yuksel et al., 2012]. The idea was transferred
to k-nearest neighbour [Milidiu et al., 1999] and SVMs [Cao, 2003] in the context of time-series forecast, or NN encoders for
unsupervised domain adaptation [Guo et al., 2018]. The aforementioned authors split the input data into multiple classes by
a suitable clustering algorithm - we will apply this idea to the normal class only to distinguish between different notions of
normal. Recently, ME models were applied in the context of DL with thousands of expert systems [Shazeer et al., 2017]. In
the scope of AD, DAGMM [Zong et al., 2018] combines autoencoders and Gaussian Mixture Models and may thus be seen as
an ME method without the use of a gating mechanism. ARGUE contributes to AD and ME by combining these two research
directions into an entirely DL-based gated anomaly detection method.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. We introduce ARGUE, a data-driven unsupervised AD method fusing the context of multiple expert NNs.
2. We evaluate ARGUE on six data sets and plan to open-source our implementation to support future research.
3. We show that ARGUE matches or surpasses state-of-the-art AD methods, even when the training data is polluted.
To the best of our knowledge, ARGUE is the first DL-based method to apply the ideas of gated ME models to AD.
2 Prerequisites
2.1 Nomenclature
We describe NNs as a function fNN(x;θ) = yˆ approximating how the input x relates to the estimated output yˆ under the
mapping parameters θ. In the following, we will use the abbreviation fNN : x 7→ yˆ. Deep neural networks (DNNs) comprise
multiple layers fi,DNN, which are concatenated to the overall network fDNN = fL,DNN ◦ . . . ◦ f1,DNN. When referring to NN,
we usually mean DNN. Each middle layer gives rise to the hidden activations hi. We denote the concatenation of multiple
activations as [hi]i = [h0,h1, . . .].
2.2 Activation Analysis
ARGUE transfers parts of the ideas of A3 [Sperl et al., 2020] to an unsupervised multi-expert AD method. A3 is a semi-
supervised approach that comprises three NNs: the target, alarm and anomaly network. As core assumption, the hidden
activations hi on layer i of the target network differ for samples which it was trained on and others, i.e. normal and anomalous
ones. The alarm network analyses these activation values, i.e. falarm : [hi]i 7→ yˆ. During training, all normal samples, a few
known anomalies and synthetic anomalies generated by the anomaly network are used.
In A3, autoencoders (AEs) were used as target network. AEs are a special type of NN where the input is reconstructed under
the constraint of a small hidden dimension, i.e. fAE : x 7→ xˆ. We build on the insights around activation analysis and
transfer these principles to unsupervised AD. By combining the decisions of multiple expert networks, we show that no prior
knowledge about the anomalies is needed.
2.3 Mixture of Expert Models
In ME models [Jordan and Jacobs, 1994], the decisions of multiple expert NNs are combined to one overall output. For this, a
gating mechanism is introduced, mapping the input to a probability distribution p = [pj ]j , e.g. a softmax-activated NN. With
2
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Figure 1: Architecture of ARGUE in the example of a two-expert setting. Our goal is to map the input x to an anomaly
score yˆ. The anomaly decision is determined by the weighted output of the alarm network instances, which observe the hidden
activations of the respective expert network. Note that the very same alarm network is used on each expert path. Based on the
hidden activations of the common encoder, the gating network judges how much each alarm network instance contributes to
the overall output. An auxiliary path always returning 1 is introduced, so that the gating network can quickly shift the output
decision to anomalous.
multiple expert NNs and the respective scalar output yj the overall output becomes:
yout =
∑
j
pjyj = p
Ty.
For ARGUE, we transfer and adapt this idea to work in the context of AD. Here, our gating network is a DNN analysing the
hidden activations of another network.
Pretrain Encoder-Expert Network
x ∈ X2 Encoder Expert 1
Expert 2 x
Train Alarm-Gating Network
[hexpert,i,1]i
[hexpert,i,2]i
[hencoder,i]i
Alarm
Alarm
Gating
yˆ1
yˆ2
pˆ [0, 1, 0]
[yˆ1, yˆ2, 1]
Tpˆ 0
Figure 2: Data flow in ARGUE during training in the example of a two-expert setting. Firstly, the encoder and expert networks
are pretrained. Assuming the current training sample belongs to expert 2, the weights of the encoder and second expert network
are adapted. In the second step, the alarm and gating network are trained. As input, they use the hidden activations of the expert
and encoder network, respectively. The anomaly scores are combined to the overall prediction using the weights determined
by the gating network. In grey, we show the training labels for this situation.
3 ARGUE
ARGUE builds on our core assumption:
Evaluating the activations hi,j on layer i of an expert neural network fj(·), we observe special patterns that
allow to distinguish between classes the network has been trained on, and unknown classes y /∈ Ytrain, j.
Combining the knowledge of all expert neural networks, we can globally judge if a sample x belongs to a
known class y ∈ Ytrain =
⋃
j Ytrain, j.
3
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Data Normal Anomaly Nexperts Encoder & Expert Alarm & Gating
1a MNIST 0-4 5-9 5 16C3-MP2-8C3-MP2-8C3 1000-500-200-75
1b MNIST 5-9 0-4 5 16C3-MP2-8C3-MP2-8C3 1000-500-200-75
1c EMNIST A-M N-Z 13 16C3-MP2-8C3-MP2-8C3 1000-500-200-75
1d EMNIST N-Z A-M 13 16C3-MP2-8C3-MP2-8C3 1000-500-200-75
1e CovType 1-5 6-7 5 75-60-25-15 1000-500-200-75
1f CovType 3-7 1-2 5 75-60-25-15 1000-500-200-75
2a NSL-KDD Normal DoS, Probe, R2L, U2R 5 200-100-50-25 1000-500-200-75
2b Census <50k >50k 10 750-300-150-50 1000-500-200-75
2c Mammography Benign Anomalous 3 10-5-3-2 100-50-25-10
Table 1: Overview which classes were used as training and test data along with the respective architectures.
This setting is analogue to anomaly detection: all samples that differ from the training data are considered anomalous. ARGUE
allows unsupervised AD by fusing the information of multiple experts. Our evaluation shows that dividing the notion of normal
allows a more stable AD method without any anomaly-related labels necessary.
Figuratively speaking, ARGUE moderates between multiple domain experts arguing about the given input sample. If at least
one of these experts has a clear understanding what the input sample means, it is likely normal; if all experts are unsure, it
is likely anomalous. We model this natural behaviour in our unsupervised AD method ARGUE. In contrast to the analogy,
ARGUE is purely data-driven thus no domain expert knowledge is needed to build the expert NNs.
3.1 Architecture
For ARGUE, we combine multiple DNNs to the overall architecture. At its core, the hidden activations of multiple expert
networks are analysed for anomalous behaviour. An overview of the architecture is depicted in Figure 1. The main components
are:
1. The encoder network. A DNN reducing the dimensionality of the input. It is used as the input to the expert networks
and the gating network.
2. The expert networks. Multiple DNNs that were each trained on parts of the data deemed as normal. Combined with
the shared encoder network, they work as AEs.
3. The alarm network. A DNN that maps the hidden activations of the expert networks to an anomaly score. There is
one alarm network shared between all expert networks.
4. The gating network. A DNN weighting the importance of each expert anomaly score. It does so by analysing the
hidden activations of the encoder network.
ARGUE’s architecture can loosely be grouped into two parts: the one inspired by A3 and the one inspired by ME models. The
combination of the encoder-expert-alarm network is related to the target-alarm network in A3. In turn, the gating mechanism is
found in ME models. For this combination to work, we added 1) the combined encoder network, 2) based the gating decision
on the hidden activations of the encoder and 3) added a virtual expert always returning an anomaly score of 1. In the following,
we explain the objectives of ARGUE’s components in detail and thus motivate our design choices.
3.2 Objectives
ARGUE comprises multiple DNNs that are conditioned on subtasks. The training process is two-fold: firstly, the expert
networks are pretrained, then the alarm and the gating network are adapted to the AD task.
3.2.1 Encoder & Expert Network
Following our core assumption, we expect the hidden activations of the expert networks to be different for samples they were
trained on and other, i.e. anomalous, samples. AEs are a suitable choice for this task as they merely reconstruct the input, thus
are applicable to a wide range of data types. However, when introducing separate AEs in our multi-expert system, we face
the problem of misaligned activations: each AE learns different hidden representations, thus the alarm network would need
to generalise across all expert networks. We mitigate this situation by splitting the AE into a common encoder and multiple
4
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Figure 3: ROC curves for one run of the experiments showing the True Positive Rate as a function of the False Positive Rate.
The upper row shows the experiments at 1% data contamination, the lower one at 5%.
decoders, which we refer to as expert networks:
fexpert, j ◦ fencoder = fAE, j : x 7→ xˆj ,x ∈ Xj
We train all networks in parallel, thus adapting the weights of the shared encoder and the expert networks on the respective
training samples. As loss function, we use the binary cross-entropy.
3.2.2 Alarm & Gating Network
The alarm as well as the gating network influence the overall anomaly score yˆ. Firstly, the alarm network analyses the
hidden activations of the respective expert network to determine if the current input is anomalous given its knowledge, i.e.
falarm : [hexpert,i,j ]i 7→ yˆj ∈ [0, 1]. In turn, the gating network determines the importance of each decision based on the hidden
activations of the encoder network, i.e. fgating : [hencoder,i]i 7→ pˆ. The gating network is softmax-activated, thus returning a
probability distribution. Following the principle of ME models, the overall output becomes fARGUE(x) = yˆ = pˆT[yˆj ]j ∈ [0, 1].
During our research, we found it advantageous to add a virtual decision always returning the value 1, i.e. anomalous. Hence,
the gating network weights between N expert networks and another class, e.g. denoted as “other” or “unknown”. This tweak
allows the gating network to ignore the experts’ decision if it already believes the sample to be anomalous. Intuitively, the
gating network reuses the principles of activation analysis: by analysing the hidden activations, the gating network has access
to the entire context the encoder has learned. It decides if the current sample belongs to a known class and hands the anomaly
decision to the respective expert-alarm pair; or decides that the current sample is yet unknown and thus likely to be anomalous.
3.3 Overall Architecture
We combine all components to the overall architecture of ARGUE. The pretrained encoder-expert network pairs remain un-
changed while adapting the weights of the gating and alarm network. During training, we try to match yˆ to the known labels,
i.e. normal or anomalous, and explicitly show the gating network the ideal expert for this context. In our unsupervised setting,
we only consider normal samples. We solve this inherent class imbalance the same way as done in A3 by introducing a Gaus-
sian prior generating noise samples x˜ ∼ N (0.5 · 1, 1 · 1). Whenever a noise sample is at the input, the training label becomes
y = 1, with the gating target p = [0, . . . , 0, 1]. As loss function, we use the binary (BX) and categorical (CX) cross-entropy,
respectively.
Ltrain (·) = LBX (y, fARGUE (x)) + LCX (p, fgating (x))
+ µ (LBX (1, fARGUE (x˜)) + LCX ([0, . . . , 0, 1], fgating (x˜)))
In the scope of this work, we fix the weight to µ = 1.0. An overview about the training objectives is given in Figure 2.
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4 Experiments
We evaluated ARGUE in the strictest AD setting: a fully unsupervised one. In contrast to a semi-supervised setting where we
have labels for parts of the data, here, we cannot assume that all training samples are normal. Unsupervised AD is the closest
to real-life applications where it is infeasible to manually label all anomalous instances with high confidence. We designed
our experiments to model this situation adequately. Our experiments are threefold:
1. Multi-Class Performance. We divided multi-class data sets in normal and anomalous classes. Here, the experts were
conditioned on one class each, i.e. an ideal clustering exists. This scenario allows to judge the performance gain of
ARGUE if multiple notions of normal already exist.
2. Single-Class Performance. In today’s AD problems, usually, only one monolithic notion of normal is available, thus
we divided the data among the expert networks. This scenario allows to judge the performance under “classical” AD
conditions, where the normal class is not further divided.
3. Noise Resistance. We reevaluated the performance under a severely polluted training data set. Here, 5% of all training
samples are anomalies labelled as normal. This scenario simulates a fully unsupervised setting often found in practice
where it is infeasible to guarantee that the training data contains normal samples only.
4.1 Data Sets
We chose six publicly available data sets across different domains to evaluate the performance of ARGUE. An overview how
this data was used in the experiments is given in Table 1. To our knowledge, there is no publicly available AD data set
that distinguishes between different notions of normal as used in ARGUE. Thus, we evaluated the performance on common
classification and monolithic AD data sets.
For the multi-class data sets, we started our analysis on the commonly used MNIST [Lecun et al., 1998] data set depicting
simple hand-written digits. EMNIST [Cohen et al., 2017] contains hand-written letters, thus introduces more classes resulting
in more expert networks in ARGUE. Here, we took the version with balanced classes. Finally, the forest cover type (CovType)
[Blackard and Dean, 1999] contains non-image data, enabling an evaluation of the performance on a wider range of data types
in the multi-class setting. For the single-class data sets, NSL-KDD [Tavallaee et al., 2009] is a commonly used benchmark
data set in AD containing network data. Additionally, we used Census [Dua and Graff, 2017], which is a large-scale data set
with many categorical attributes. Conversely, we use a small mammography [Woods et al., 1993, Rayana, 2016] data set to
evaluate the performance of ARGUE on a diverse range of inputs and use cases.
4.1.1 Preprocessing
Before filtering for the single classes, we split the data into a training, validation (5%) and test (20%) set. Categorical values
were 1-Hot-encoded and all other values scaled to [0, 1]. To simulate noisy data sets, we added samples of other classes to the
normal ones during training – these samples were assigned to a random normal class to show the lack of prior knowledge. We
set the initial pollution to 1% and increased it to 5% during experiment 3. For the single-class data sets, we added separate
class labels using mini-batched k-means [Sculley, 2010]. To simplify the clustering, we used the encoded input, i.e. the output
of the encoder. As we require balanced data sets for the expert networks, we performed oversampling, i.e. repeated the training
samples of classes with fewer instances.
4.2 Baseline Methods
We compared ARGUE to four state-of-the-art AD methods. Isolation Forest (IF) [Liu et al., 2008] is a commonly used un-
supervised AD method based on decision trees. We used the implementation by scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011] along
with its default parameters. In the context of DL, the reconstruction error of AEs can be used to distinguish between normal
and anomalous samples. As the encoder-expert network builds an AE, we used the very same architecture as baseline. Deep
Autoencoding Gaussian Mixture Model (DAGMM) [Zong et al., 2018] is a sophisticated DL-based AD method. We used the
implementation by Nakae [Nakae, 2020] along with their parameters for NSL-KDD and Thyroid. Finally, as ARGUE is based
on A3 [Sperl et al., 2020], we compared their performance to ours given an unsupervised setting. Please note that this is an un-
fair comparison as their AD method was developed for semi-supervised settings. Thus, these results should only quantify the
performance increase by fusing the information of multiple experts networks as done in ARGUE. To allow such a comparison,
we used the same layer dimensions in A3 and ARGUE.
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IF AE DAGMM A3 ARGUE
Cont. Exp. AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP
.01 1a .56± .01 .50± .01 .72± .01 .67± .01 .64± .02 .67± .02 .43± .04 .43± .02 .94± .02 .93± .02
1b .60± .01 .65± .01 .61± .03 .62± .03 .60± .02 .61± .02 .64± .03 .66± .03 .89± .02 .87± .02
1c .59± .01 .56± .01 .51± .01 .50± .01 .51± .02 .51± .02 .59± .05 .58± .04 .81± .02 .78± .02
1d .51± .00 .51± .00 .57± .01 .56± .00 .54± .02 .53± .01 .52± .05 .52± .03 .82± .01 .78± .01
1e .72± .03 .15± .01 .59± .01 .12± .01 .77± .05 .17± .03 .74± .05 .16± .02 .80± .04 .24± .04
1f .69± .03 .92± .01 .70± .04 .93± .01 .85± .04 .96± .01 .75± .05 .93± .01 .71± .06 .92± .02
2a .94± .00 .95± .00 .92± .01 .91± .01 .90± .01 .90± .02 .80± .16 .84± .12 .92± .03 .94± .02
2b .60± .03 .07± .01 .67± .00 .09± .00 .34± .04 .05± .00 .60± .05 .08± .01 .63± .09 .09± .03
2c .86± .03 .23± .06 .86± .03 .11± .03 .74± .04 .04± .01 .73± .16 .13± .15 .81± .10 .21± .22
mean .68 .51 .68 .50 .65 .49 .64 .48 .81 .64
.05 1a .56± .01 .50± .01 .69± .02 .64± .02 .56± .03 .58± .02 .42± .03 .43± .02 .95± .01 .93± .01
1b .59± .01 .65± .01 .60± .03 .61± .03 .54± .03 .56± .02 .63± .04 .64± .04 .90± .02 .87± .02
1c .59± .01 .56± .01 .50± .00 .50± .00 .50± .01 .51± .01 .58± .04 .56± .02 .82± .02 .77± .03
1d .50± .01 .51± .01 .57± .00 .55± .00 .54± .02 .53± .01 .48± .05 .49± .02 .84± .02 .79± .02
1e .72± .03 .14± .02 .56± .01 .09± .01 .73± .06 .14± .03 .72± .07 .14± .03 .85± .02 .31± .04
1f .70± .02 .92± .01 .67± .05 .92± .01 .84± .03 .96± .01 .75± .06 .94± .02 .78± .05 .94± .01
2a .94± .00 .95± .00 .89± .01 .89± .01 .92± .02 .92± .02 .76± .16 .83± .10 .89± .04 .90± .05
2b .61± .03 .07± .01 .64± .00 .08± .00 .31± .04 .04± .00 .57± .06 .07± .01 .60± .08 .08± .01
2c .84± .03 .17± .03 .86± .03 .10± .02 .71± .05 .04± .01 .84± .06 .16± .10 .84± .05 .13± .14
mean .67 .50 .66 .49 .63 .47 .64 .47 .83 .64
Table 2: Test results of all experiments after 10 runs.
4.3 Implementation Details
ARGUE’s architecture is determined by the selected expert and alarm network. We chose simple convolutional AEs
[Chollet, 2016] for the data sets containing images and dense AEs for the ones containing numerical values. The layer di-
mensions were chosen without in-depth parameter searches following the intuitive approach where the first layer is slightly
larger and the other ones smaller. An overview is given in Table 1. Note, that the architectures of the encoders and experts are
mirrored, thus building symmetric AEs. All hidden layers are activated by SELUs [Klambauer et al., 2017], all output layers
by sigmoids. For the gating labels, we added a small noise vector with a variance of 0.02 to increase the robustness of the
optimisation. As optimiser, we used Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2017] with a learning rate of 10−4 for the expert networks and
10−5 for the gating and alarm network. We trained the models on an Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 server accelerated by an NVIDIA
Titan X GPU. For the software implementation, we used Keras [Chollet and others, 2015] as given in TensorFlow 2.
5 Evaluation
Our evaluation simulates the performance of ARGUE under common situations found in AD tasks, e.g. noisy data sets and
many yet unknown anomaly classes. We visualise the test results as receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 3
and summarise them in Table 2. As metrics, we chose the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the average precision (AP).
They are both independent of a detection threshold, thus give a good overview about the average performance. Whereas the
AUC measures the trade-off between the true and false positive rate (TPR and FPR), the AP measures the precision across
all detection thresholds. In both cases, an ideal classifier has a score of 1. The ideal ROC curve is a step function, i.e. true
positives only.
5.1 General Performance
Analysing the ROC curves, we are pleased to see that ARGUE beats the baseline methods for this run on all experiments but 2c
at high data contamination. The performance increase is most prominent for the multi-class data sets. Here, ARGUE achieves
a higher TPR at considerably less false negatives. Especially on EMNIST, where many classes are available, the other baseline
methods are only slightly better than random – ARGUE, however, handles the diversity of information well resulting in a
7
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superior AD performance. On NSL-KDD, generally all methods achieve good performance; Census seems to be a challenge
for all AD methods. However, on both data sets ARGUE allows a higher TPR at low FPRs, thus resulting in more reliable AD
results and hence less manual work for the domain expert.
In the following, we discuss the average performance after 10 runs of the experiments. Our evaluation starts by analysing the
results for a low data contamination of 1%. We are happy to report a mean AUC of 0.81 and AP of 0.64 over all experiments,
thus beating the best baseline, IF, by 19% and 25% respectively. Moreover, we beat the performance of A3, the AD
method parts of ARGUE is based on, by 27% and 33% – in fact, ARGUE is always better than A3 except for 2c at high
data contamination. We feel confident that our multi-expert architecture has a major impact in this significant increase in
performance.
5.2 Multi-class Performance
ARGUE fuses the knowledge of multiple expert NNs. Thus, we expect the best performance when the overall notion of
normal can be well distributed among the experts (experiment 1). A mean AUC of 0.83 and AP of 0.75 over experiment 1a-1f
underline this assumption. The top contender is DAGGM which scores a mean AUC of 0.65 and AP of 0.57. Indeed, ARGUE
beats the baselines on all multi-class experiments but 1f. As there are fewer samples in the CovType classes 3-7, we suspect
the expert NN not to have fully learned the distribution of these classes.
The performance increase is especially visible for EMNIST, where ARGUE weights the knowledge of 13 expert NNs, i.e. one
for each letter of half the alphabet. For experiment 1d, ARGUE beats the baseline methods by at least 44% and 39% . We
are especially happy that the performance on both halves of MNIST and EMNIST is equally high. Thus, we conclude that
ARGUE achieves superior performance especially when the expert NNs learn on well separated notions of normal.
5.3 Single-class Performance
Usual AD data sets only contain one notion of normal. In experiment 2, we evaluate the performance when this class is
automatically split among multiple expert NNs. In the scope of this work, we simply applied k-means on the encoded input.
Over experiment 2a-2c, ARGUE achieves a mean AUC of 0.79 and AP of 0.41. Indeed, this is the second best result on both
metrics, very close to AE’s AUC of 0.81 and IF’s AP of 0.42. We are happy that ARGUE matches state-of-the-art performance
even on data sets without the advantage of ideal clusters.
Looking at the single experiments, we see an increase in variance for the mammography data set. Although the mean per-
formance is close to the other baseline methods, ARGUE achieved much better results on some runs of the experiments. We
suspect that the clusters k-means determined vary significantly impacting the performance. Given the medical appliance of the
mammography data set, we could imagine e.g. clusters based on the age of the patients to incorporate such shifts in the notion
of normal. For NSL-KDD, the results are nearly identical with only a drop of −2% to IF. Also for Census, ARGUE is close
to the top baseline method, AE, even matching the AP. Summarising the results, even when no prior partition of the normal
class exists, ARGUE’s performance matches the one of state-of-the-art methods. Looking at the results of single experiment
runs, we believe that manual or more elaborate automatic clustering could further improve the performance.
5.4 Noise Resistance
In our third experiment, we repeated our evaluation on a polluted data set, where 5% of all training samples belong to an
anomalous class, yet labelled as normal. ARGUE is the only method, where the mean performance even increases in this
scenario. Indeed, on all multi-class data sets, the AUC increases. We assume the added noise by the anomaly samples leads to
a more robust optimisation process. Related work made a similar observation, e.g. in AD where the training data was enriched
by out-of-distribution samples [Hendrycks et al., 2018].
For experiment 1a-1f, the mean AUC is now at 0.86 and 0.77. Also here the difference to the second best AD method,
DAGMM, is significant: 39% and 40% . For the single-class experiments, ARGUE remains close to the top performing
method, IF. Here, ARGUE scores 0.78 instead of 0.79 and 0.37 instead of 0.40. In conclusion ARGUE handles noise in the
training data best among the baseline methods. This is an advantage in real-life scenarios with little prior knowledge about the
data distribution.
5.5 Conclusion of the Experiments
Our evaluation has shown that ARGUE achieves superior AD performance compared to state-of-the-art methods when the no-
tion of normal is well distributed among the expert networks. However, even when the normal class is automatically clustered,
ARGUE matches common baseline methods. Comparing ARGUE’s results to the ones of A3, which also analyses the hidden
activations, but only considers a single expert network, we believe that the performance gain is due to ARGUE’s multi-expert
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architecture. The baseline methods must generalise to the distribution of multiple normal classes, whereas ARGUE learns the
particular features of each normal class and weights their importance. We underline that ARGUE is less affected by noise
than other AD methods, thus it is applicable to real-life settings where it is infeasible to guarantee that all training samples are
normal.
6 Discussion and Future Work
ARGUE comprises multiple NNs, each contributing to the overall anomaly score. During our research, we evaluated and com-
pared several methods how to integrate the expert networks. Introducing the shared encoder was one of the main performance
boosts. Nonetheless, we are sure that the overall AD can be further improved by optimising the architecture of e.g. the expert
or gating network. Future work may streamline the intuitions used in this work, and further reveal how multiple notions of
normal improve the AD performance.
We hope to provide a flexible framework for AD. As traditional AD data sets contain only one notion of normal, we believe
a more elaborate clustering method than k-means can boost the performance of ARGUE. Specialised architectures for the
expert NNs, e.g. recurrent NNs, could allow AD on other data types. Also, we envision that federated learning profits from
the distributed knowledge among the expert networks. Note that ARGUE can easily be transformed into a semi-supervised
method by adding labelled anomalies to the training data. We hope that future work will use parts of ARGUE and port the
ideas to other settings.
7 Summary
In this paper, we introduced ARGUE: an unsupervised anomaly detection method fusing multiple expert deep neural networks.
Based on the analysis of the hidden activations caused by the input, a gating mechanism weights the importance of each expert’s
decision. Our evaluation showed ARGUE’s superior anomaly detection performance even under imperfect data sets, where we
cannot guarantee that all training samples are normal. The best results were achieved when the notion of normal has already
been divided among the experts, but also automatic clustering results in a state-of-the-art performance. We hope to spark
interest in anomaly detection research where the label “normal” is reconsidered under multiple contexts. With ARGUE, we
present a significant contribution to unsupervised anomaly detection.
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